PUBLIC ACCESS TO NIH-FUNDED PUBLICATIONS POLICY

Policy Statement

All peer-reviewed articles arising from research funded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) must be submitted to NIH’s PubMed Central to be made publicly available no later than 12 months after the date of publication. Researchers citing articles they authored or co-authored, or that otherwise arose from their NIH-funded award, must include the PubMed Central reference number in the citation.

Reason for Policy/Purpose

The purpose of this policy is to provide researchers with guidance for following the NIH Public Access Policy publication and citation requirements.

Who Needs to Know This Policy

Faculty and staff
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I. **Scope and Applicability**

This policy applies to all manuscripts:
1. Generated by an NIH Fiscal Year 2008 grant or cooperative agreement, or by a continuing NIH grant or cooperative agreement that was active in Fiscal Year 2008, or for research funded by the NIH intramural program, or by an NIH contract awarded after April 7, 2008; and
2. If the manuscript is accepted for publication on or after April 7, 2008.

II. **PubMed Central Manuscript Submission Requirement**

The NIH Public Access Policy requires that all peer-reviewed articles arising from NIH-funded research be submitted to PubMed Central to be made publicly available no later than 12 months after the date of publication. Principal Investigators are responsible for following this requirement even if they are not an author or co-author of the publication.

Some journal publishers make every final, published NIH-funded article publicly available in PubMed Central within 12 months of publication. A list of these journals is available at: [http://publicaccess.nih.gov/submit_process_journals.htm](http://publicaccess.nih.gov/submit_process_journals.htm). For these journals nothing further is needed to fulfill the NIH Public Access Policy submission requirement. Other journals will deposit peer-reviewed manuscript files on behalf of their authors through the NIH Manuscript Submission System (NIHMS). When this happens, authors still have to provide the associated award information, and must review and approve the article. The NIHMS will contact the authors by email to do so.

Some journal publishers do not submit NIH-funded manuscripts to PubMed Central on behalf of the author or deposit peer-reviewed manuscript files through NIHMS, and leave everything to the author. In such instances the author must review the policies of the publisher to determine if those policies follow the NIH Public Access Policy requirements, and must negotiate copyright with the publisher to allow submission to PubMed Central through the NIHMS. Authors must contact the publisher directly if the policy on compliance with the NIH policy is ambiguous or unavailable. If there is no clause that allows for authors to submit their NIH-funded work to PubMed Central, that right must be secured by the authors. Procedures for locating current publisher copyright policies are set forth in Appendix A.

III. **Citation Requirement**

When a researcher proposes to cite in an NIH proposal or progress report a publication he or she has authored or co-authored that is subject to the NIH Public Access Policy, the
researcher must include the PubMed Central reference number (PMCID) in the citation. Obtain the PMCID by searching for the publication in PubMed Central (http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov). If the PMCID is not yet available, or the article is not yet in PubMed Central, use the NIHMS reference number (NIHMS ID) instead.

For additional information regarding the NIH Public Access Policy see the Related Information section of this policy.

**Website Address for This Policy**

GW University Policies

**Contacts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Contact</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>Email Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NIH Public Access Report</td>
<td>Office of the Vice President for Research</td>
<td>(202)994-6255</td>
<td><a href="mailto:askovpr@gwu.edu">askovpr@gwu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Definitions**

**PubMed Central** The free NIH digital archive of biomedical and life sciences journal literature. PubMed Central is available at the following link: [http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov](http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov)

**Related Information**

- Journals That Submit All NIH-Funded Final Published Articles to PubMed Central
- National Library of Medicine: Getting Started with PubMed
- NIH Manuscript Submission System Tutorial
- NIH Public Access Policy (Title II, Section 218 of Public Law 110-161, Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2008)
- NIH PubMed Central
- Sherpa-Romeo Directory of Publishers
- Copyright Policy
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Who Approved This Policy

Leo M. Chalupa, Vice President for Research  
Beth Nolan, Senior Vice President and General Counsel
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Appendix A

Procedures for Locating Current Publisher Copyright Policies

- Review the publisher’s copyright agreement form. The form may include a clause that allows for authors or third parties to submit manuscripts to PMC in order to comply with the NIH Public Access Policy.

- Check the web site of the journal publisher. Often the web site will include information on the NIH Public Access Policy that is not on the publisher’s copyright agreement form.

- The Sherpa-Romeo Directory of Publishers lists whether a journal publisher allows for pre-print or post-print archiving in an institutional repository or allows for submission to PubMed Central, and includes a copy of the publisher’s copyright agreement. Policies should be confirmed with the journal publisher.

If there is no clause that allows for authors to submit their NIH-funded work to PubMed Central, you must secure the right to deposit your article in PubMed Central. NIH suggests negotiating with the publisher to insert the following language into your agreement with them:

Journal acknowledges that Author retains the right to provide a copy of the final manuscript to NIH, upon acceptance for Journal publication or thereafter, for public archiving in PubMed Central as soon as possible after publication by Journal.